Abstract. Stereotactic radiosurgery is an effective technique to treat brain tumors for which several inverse planning methods may be appropriate. We propose an integer programming model to simultaneous sector duration and isocenter optimization (SDIO) problem for Leksell Gamma Knife R Icon TM (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) to tractably incorporate treatment time. We devise a Benders decomposition scheme to solve the SDIO problem to optimality. The performances of our approaches are assessed using anonymized data from eight previously treated cases, and obtained treatment plans are compared against each other and against the clinical plans. The plans generated by our SDIO model all meet or exceed clinical guidelines while demonstrating high conformity.
Introduction
Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is an effective method for treatment of brain tumors, vascular malformations, and other conditions such as tremors. During SRS, a large amount of radiation is delivered to tumors through the intact skull without damaging the surrounding normal brain tissue.
SRS aims to obtain highly conformal dose distributions so that dose is delivered to target structures with high precision while sparing the surrounding healthy tissues, thus increasing the patient's survival chance and improving the quality of life after the treatment.
One advanced SRS system is Leksell Gamma Knife R (LGK) (Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) Icon TM . Icon TM has a single collimator with eight detached sectors that can either be robotically driven to three different collimator sizes (4, 8, and 16 mm) or be blocked. During SRS, the patient lies on a couch and radiation is emitted by 192 cobalt-60 sources to the targets where the intersection point of all the beams is called the isocenter. The radiation delivery follows a step-and-shoot manner, i.e., the couch is stationary during delivery of radiation at each isocenter location, and only moves when the beam is blocked. To fully leverage the robotic capability of the delivery system, an automated approach for planning is required. The clinical goals for such an automated approach are: (1) satisfy or exceed the dosimetric clinical objectives (e.g., coverage, conformality, healthy tissue dose); (2) achieve (1) with minimal irradiation time (i.e., beam-on time); and (3) achieve (1) and (2) with a plan as efficient as possible, including minimizing the number of isocenters and shots required.
Most of the current literature has separated the task of isocenter placement from the task of sector duration optimization (SDO). In SDO, as in fluence map optimization in Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy, the aim is to find the intensities (or irradiation times) of each beamlet in a fixed set of beams. Previous studies on SDO mainly focus on variants of convex quadratic penalty models (Oskoorouchi et al., 2011; Ghobadi et al., 2012; Ghaffari, 2012) . In order to determine the isocenter locations, Ghobadi et al. (2012) propose an algorithm that combines the well-known grassfire algorithm (Wagner et al., 2000) with a sphere packing routine, which iteratively uses the deepest voxels in the tumor as candidates and each candidate isocenter is then assigned to a sphere of voxels that it covers. In another study, Doudareva et al. (2015) introduce an isocenter selection algorithm based on the skeletonization techniques, which identifies clusters of each tumor's skeleton using distance coding methods. Ghaffari et al. (2017) propose an integer programming model to combine the isocenter selection and SDO phases of the treatment planning. All of the aforementioned studies report high treatment plan quality in terms of satisfying the dosimetric clinical objectives with limited attention paid to satisfying clinical goals (2) and (3). In a recent study, Cevik et al. (2018) investigate three modeling approaches for the SDO: linear programming, convex quadratic penalty approach, and convex moment-based approach. Although all three approaches yield plans satisfying the dosimetric clinical objectives, their findings suggest that the linear programming tends to yield the lowest beam-on time (BOT).
In this paper, we consider the simultaneous optimization of sector duration and isocenter locations (SDIO) in LGK Icon TM with the goal of presenting a fully automated approach that satisfies the clinical goals stated above. Specifically, we start with a linear programming formulation for SDO that aims to find conformal treatment plans with a low BOT. Then, we formulate an integer programming model for SDIO and propose a Benders decomposition scheme to improve the solvability of the model.
Methods
We assume that a candidate set of isocenter positions are already determined (e.g., using a grassfire and sphere packing algorithm (Ghobadi et al., 2012) or random sampling) and use these isocenters to determine the irradiation time from each sector at each isocenter location. In our models, we aim to satisfy the dose requirements for targets, organs-at-risk (OARs), and additional avoidance structures such as healthy tissues surrounding the targets (i.e., rings). For the sake of simplicity, we consider these rings to be OARs as well, however, in reality an OAR is usually a specific organ such as brainstem or cochlea, which may have strict dose restrictions. Table 1 summarizes the notation used throughout the paper. Each structure ∈ L = {T , C},
where T and C denote the set of tumors and OARs, respectively, consists of a set of voxels V . We use I, S and K to represent the set of isocenters, sectors and collimator sizes, respectively. Let ∆ vθsk represent delivered dose per unit time to voxel v ∈ V of structure ∈ L from isocenter θ ∈ I and sector s ∈ S at collimator size k ∈ K, and w θsk represent time duration of radiation delivery to isocenter location θ ∈ I from sector s ∈ S at collimator size k ∈ K. Then, we can obtain the dose delivered to voxel v ∈ V in structure ∈ L as follows:
SRS protocols usually recommend that at least 98% of the tumor volume should receive the prescribed dose π t , t ∈ T . Moreover, the maximum delivered dose to the tumors in SRS,
The objective (2a) minimizes the weighted average of the underdose and overdose to the structures, dose delivered to the OARs and BOT of the resulting plan, where α c represents the weight associated with OAR c ∈ C, while α t andᾱ t represent the weights for the underdose and overdose amounts to tumor t ∈ T , respectively. Constraints (2b) determine the dose delivered to each voxel at each structure. Constraints (2c) and (2d) relate the underdose and overdose variables, respectively, with the delivered dose amounts and given dose limits. Constraints (2e) along with θ∈I q θ terms in the objective function are used to control the BOT of the resulting plan noting that q θ , θ ∈ I, variables correspond to BOT for each isocenter. Note that the weight parameters, {α c , α t ,ᾱ t }, are not known in advance, and thus, may be adjusted to balance the conflicting goals of the SDO such as minimizing the BOT and ensuring that tumors receive the prescribed dose. 
The objective function and the constraint sets of [LP] and [SDIO] are identical except for the constraints in [SDIO] that govern isocenter selection and irradiation times from the selected isocenters. Specifically, constraints (4f) ensure that at most N isocenters are selected, and constraints (4g) are big-M type constraints guaranteeing that dose can only be delivered through selected isocenters. In order to better represent the total treatment time, we also incorporate the number of isocenters used in the treatment plan to the objective function (4a). Specifically, we take the time spent switching between two isocenters as β, which makes the total time spent for the isocenters to be β θ∈I z θ .
Benders Decomposition for SDIO
Benders decomposition is a commonly used technique for solving certain large-scale optimization problems (Benders, 1962) . Instead of considering all decision variables and constraints of an optimization problem simultaneously, Benders decomposition partitions the problem into smaller problems. In particular, Benders decomposition algorithm iteratively solves a master problem, which assigns tentative values for the master problem variables, and potentially multiple subproblems that are obtained by fixing the master problem variables to these tentative values. At each iteration, the subproblem solutions provide information on the value of master variables, which are expressed as
Benders cuts for the master problem. For the SDIO problem, we formulate the master problem in the Benders decomposition as follows:
where η θ∈I s∈S k∈K
, and SP u t (ŵ) by using their duals, which are formulated as follows:
It is important to note that these dual subproblems can be solved via inspection, which is beneficial for the performance of the Benders decomposition. For instance, for DSP o c (ŵ), we can find the values for λ cv variables by using the following routine:
else:
The same solution approach is also valid for DSP o t (ŵ) and DSP u t (ŵ). After getting the optimal solutions of the dual subproblems, Benders decomposition iteratively adds the following cuts to the master problem in the case that they are violated:
The decomposition algorithm stops when no more violated cuts can be found. Note that there are alternative ways to decompose [SDIO] into a master problem and subproblems. For instance, we can have a master problem only with z-variables, and a subproblem consisting of the remaining variables and constraints of [SDIO] . However, our preliminary analyses indicate that such a decomposition performs worse than the proposed approach.
Generating initial feasible solutions for SDIO
The availability of a high-quality initial feasible solution can help improve the solvability of [SDIO] since it provides a good upper bound, which allows the solvers to fathom more nodes by bound and apply strategies such as reduced cost fixing. We use the LP relaxation of the SDIO model to generate an initial feasible solution as follows:
1. Solve the LP relaxation of SDIO model (4), and store the optimal solution of z-variables to the vectorź.
2. Designate N isocenter indices with the largest values fromź as the selected isocentersÍ. Create a binary vector,ẑ, of size |I|, and set the components ofẑ corresponding to selected isocenters (Í) to one and the rest of the components to zero.
3. Solve SDIO model (4) to optimality in each iteration, adding cuts, and re-optimizing it. A similar approach is used in several studies including Codato and Fischetti (2006) and Taşkın et al. (2010) . We use CPLEX's callback functions to solve our model using a single branch-and-bound tree.
Specifications of the test cases are provided in Table 2 . We observe that the objective function weights (α) may significantly affect the solvability of SDIO as well as quality of the resulting plans.
Accordingly, we use a simulated annealing algorithm to select the α values in our models (see Cevik et al. (2018) for more details). In addition, we take M as 50 in our numerical experiments. We provide a sensitivity analysis on α and M parameters in Section 3.3. We refer to solving the SDIO model (4) using CPLEX as "Cplex", and using Benders decomposition as "Benders". For both Cplex and Benders, we generate initial feasible solutions using the procedure described in Section 2.4. We also consider a quick solution generation method (UBLB), which obtains a lower bound on the optimal value using the LP relaxation of SDIO (4) and an upper bound using the generated initial feasible solutions.
In the clinical plans, isocenter locations are usually manually selected to span the tumor volume.
Ideally any coordinate within the tumor volume can be a candidate for an isocenter location. However, even when we only take the tumor voxels to be candidate isocenter locations, we may end up with thousands of eligible isocenters, which would lead to computationally intractable SDIO models. As such, also to promote the automation in treatment plan generation, we use grassfire and sphere packing algorithms (GSP) to determine the eligible set of isocenters (I). If GSP generates a low number of isocenters, we use random sampling to increase the number of isocenters to 50 or 100 (depending on the experiment and instance).
Results

Performance of the proposed approach
We compare performances of Cplex, Benders and UBLB methods in terms of convergence to optimal solutions (see Figure 1) . We consider all eight cases using varying sizes of isocenter sets (I) and limits on the number of isocenters (N ), which leads to 32 instances. In Figure 1a , we present the frequency histograms of the optimality gaps (i.e., the percentage difference between best upper and lower bounds) obtained by each method. Figure 1b is a cumulative distribution plot showing the number of instances solved within a given time limit, where the maximum allowed time limit is 1800 seconds. Note that while UBLB data shown in Figure 1b represent the time for algorithm to converge (not necessarily to an optimal solution), Cplex and Benders data represent the time to converge to optimal solutions.
We find that the UBLB method frequently generates high quality solutions within a reasonable amount of time. However, UBLB may lead to large optimality gaps for some instances (e.g., in four of the instances, the optimality gap is larger than 10%). The results reported in Figure 1 suggest that Benders outperforms Cplex both in terms of solution times and the number of instances solved to optimality. Accordingly, we use Benders decomposition in the remainder of the experiments. 
Impact of isocenter levels
We investigate the impact of isocenter counts on treatment plan quality by solving the SDIO model using different isocenter limits (N ). For each case, we fix the number of isocenters to be 50 as described in Section 2.5. We first consider a specific case (Case 6) and observe the change in the plan quality as the number of isocenters used in the treatment plan decreases (see Table 3 ). We observe that it is possible to obtain high quality treatment plans using much fewer isocenters than the clinical plans. In particular, [DualLP] generates a better plan with a lower max OAR dose, higher Paddick index (PCI), comparable gradient index (GI) and lower beam-on-time (BOT) value compared to Clinical plan by using fewer isocenters (20 vs 17). We note that using fewer isocenters only marginally increases the [SDIO] objective value, which represents total penalty associated with the treatment plan. Moreover, compared to the treatment plan obtained by [DualLP] , using seven isocenters only marginally reduces the PCI (0.84 vs 0.82), and slightly increases the BOT (22.9 vs 23.5). We then determine two levels of isocenter limits (N ) for each test case, which are obtained by taking 80% (N 1 ) and 60% (N 2 ) of the number of isocenters that are used in the corresponding treatment plans generated by [DualLP] . Then, we compare the quality of the treatment plans generated by [DualLP] and [SDIO] with isocenter limits N 1 and N 2 (see Table 4 ). These results
show that the plans generated by the We also examine the change in the treatment plan quality when fewer isocenters are used by comparing the DVH curves and the isodose lines. Figure 2 shows that, for a representative case,
[SDIO]-N 2 generates highly conformal treatment plans by using 11 isocenters instead of 20 isocenters used in the clinical plan. 
Sensitivity analysis
We test the impact of the model parameters, namely, big-M parameter and objective function weights, in the SDIO model on solution and treatment plan qualities using a representative case (Case 6). In Table 5 , we consider three isocenters levels (14, 11, and 7) and four M values (20, 50, 100, and 200).
We observe that the solvability of the SDIO model is affected by the choice of M value. In particular, we observe that setting M too low (e.g., M = 20) may be too restrictive and may lead to a higher total penalty for the generated treatment plans. For instance, for N = 14, total penalty (UB) values are 185.7 and 184.7 for M = 20 and M = 50, respectively. On the other hand, setting M too high (e.g., M = 100 or M = 200) may lead to increased CPU times as we can see in our experiments with N = 7, which can be attributed to potentially worse LP relaxation bounds for the SDIO model. We provide sensitivity analysis results for the impact of objective function weights in Appendix A.2. 
Discussions
Our SDIO approach to the inverse problem for SRS on Icon TM yields conformal treatment plans that satisfy the clinical objectives. The detailed numerical study indicate that it is possible to achieve high quality treatment plans in terms of PCI and BOT using fewer isocenters. Automatically generated plans by our models are capable of being delivered on the treatment unit as the proposed models are specifically designed to exploit the Icon TM 's automated collimator size changes and couch positioning.
Moreover, all possible combinations of collimator sizes in all sectors for a large set of isocenter locations are considered in the optimization models. As such, we present a framework that can be used to guide treatment planners to explore tradeoffs between delivery efficiency in terms of number of isocenters and shots in the plan and dose conformality.
The literature on inverse planning for LGK is limited and only Ghaffari et al. (2017) consider the SDIO problem. In their limited numerical analyses, Ghaffari et al. (2017) show that low BOT values can be achieved while maintaining the quality of the plans by imposing limits on the minimum and maximum irradiation times of the selected isocenters for each sector and sector size. In our study, we directly incorporate the BOT function to the SDIO model, and we use big-M type constraints to ensure that the radiation delivery is only possible through selected isocenters. More importantly, we propose a Benders decomposition scheme to improve the solvability of the SDIO model. Accordingly, we are able to examine the impact of isocenter counts at various levels. On the other hand, we recognize that the efficiency of the solution method for SDIO can be further improved to solve larger instances with higher number of candidate isocenters, which is left for future research.
It is important to note that, although the clinical objectives can be more easily achieved using a larger number of isocenters, it is preferable to achieve the same goals with fewer isocenters. Although the time spent by LGK to switch between the isocenters is around 6-10 seconds (Elekta, 2010) , having a large number of isocenters in the treatment plan leads to longer treatment times. In the context of the frameless workflow on the LGK Icon TM , minimizing overall treatment time is of utmost importance since the patient's tolerability to remain still in a mask decreases with time. In the institution that we get our test cases from, the clinicians treat 5-6 frameless cases per day and they make every attempt to keep overall treatment time below 45 minutes since this duration is observed to be the time that patients can tolerate the immobilization device. On the Icon TM system, a cone-beam CT (CBCT) scanner is used for setup verification and subsequently an optical tracking device monitors the patient for motion in real-time. If the patient moves out of tolerance the treatment is immediately paused and the patient must undergo a repeat CBCT and subsequent plan evaluation, a process that adds an additional five minutes to the treatment time (Chung et al., 2018) . Since the tolerability of the patient to the immobilization mask decreases with time, it is paramount to the success of treatment that the overall time is minimized. Even a reduction of a few minutes in treatment time may suffice to mitigate the need for additional CBCT scans.
Among the study limitations is the small sample size used for testing the algorithms (eight patient cases). While the clinical cases were selected to represent the challenging cases in terms of shape complexity and/or OAR proximity, more generalized conclusions as to model stratified by tumor type cannot be made with this limited sample size. Accordingly, we aim to further expand our analysis using a larger data set to test the robustness of approach, as well as quantifying the relative gains and benefits of employing our LP, SDIO and UBLB methods.
Conclusions
We have shown that an integer programming model can be efficiently used to simultaneously optimize isocenter locations and sector duration for the inverse planning with LGK Icon TM . The proposed Benders decomposition scheme is flexible enough to obtain solutions in a clinically viable amount of time even for the cases with a larger number of voxels and candidate isocenter locations. We note that our treatment plans satisfy the clinical objectives while demonstrating high conformity and low BOT. In this regard, our study contributes to automated treatment plan generation. In particular, our approach allows testing the feasibility of using fewer number of isocenters in treatment plans to improve plan efficiency and reduce the total treatment time. the possible α-vectors in our numerical experiments. In particular, we take the α-vector that best balances the different performance metrics related to generated treatment plans such as PCI, GI and BOT. α 1 : α c = 10, α t = 1000,ᾱ t = 10, = 0.5 α 2 : α c = 20, α t = 2000,ᾱ t = 10, = 0.5 α 3 : α c = 25, α t = 8000,ᾱ t = 10, = 0.3 α 4 : α c = 20, α t = 3000,ᾱ t = 10, = 1.0
